RELATIONS WITH POLAND

Questions for Submission to Government of Poland

LIST D

1. In which cases - with respect to countries and commodities - do formal obstacles to Polish export exist of such a kind that adhesion to the GATT could lead to their elimination? To what extent are Polish exports considered to be suffering from such obstacles?

2. How is the global quota system supposed to be constructed? According to which principles will the amounts of the quotas be fixed? Which groups of commodities will be included into the system? According to which principles will the allocation of the global quotas (mentioned in document Spec/139/58 paragraph 8(k)) take place?

3. In which way and to what extent does the Polish Government intend to extend multilateralisation of payment?

4. The Polish Government seems to have made certain reservations as regards trade with part of the countries with which it has concluded bilateral agreements. It would be of interest to know whether such agreements other than those concluded with Eastern European countries are covered by these reservations.

Spec/201/58/Add.4